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Abstract 
Rosiclj, J., Models of Horn theories revisited, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 92 
(1994) 185-190. 
Categories of models of universal Horn theories are characterized as locally presentable 
categories with a “special” generating set. This solves a problem of M. Barr. 
An intrinsic characterization of quasivarieties of many-sorted algebras is 
known: they are precisely locally presentable categories having a regular gen- 
erating set of regular projectives (see [ 31; a result of this kind is already in 
[ 6 ] and an analogous characterization of varieties was given by Lawvere [ 8 ] ) . 
In the presence of relations, i.e., for general universal Horn theories, one only 
has a generating set P of regular projectives and Barr asked in his paper [ 3 ] 
whether this condition is sufficient. The first characterization of categories of 
models of (one-sorted finitary) universal Horn theories was found by Keane 
[7, 2.2.21. His investigation was continued in [9] and [lo] and a many-sorted 
formulation of [9, 6.51 yields the solution of the Barr’s problem: one has to 
add that P-projective morphisms are closed under coproducts. 
Let S be a set of sorts. An S-sorted signature C is a set of S-sorted operation 
and relation symbols. A universal Horn theory H is given by a set of axioms 
(tJx)( A Vi(X) --) V(X)) 
iEI 
where pi, i E I and I,Y are atomic formulas, Z is a set and x is an n-tuple 
of variables. For a regular cardinal K, H is called rc-ary if all operation and 
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relation symbols of C have arities < IC and in all axioms cardZ < IC and 
y1 < K. Thus an o-ary universal Horn theory is a universal Horn theory of a 
usual (finitary) many-sorted logic. C-structures are S-sorted sets equipped with 
appropriate relations and operations. They form the category Str~; morphisms 
are homomorphisms, i.e., S-sorted maps preserving the given relations and 
operations. 
Recall that an object K of a category K: is called regular projective provided 
that K is projective with respect to regular epimorphisms, i.e., for each regular 
epimorphism e : A + B of Ic, every morphism from K to B factors though e. If 
P is a set of regular projectives then P’ denotes the class of all XC-morphisms 
f such that any P E P is projective to f. P is generating if for any two distinct 
IC-morphismsf,g:K-tLthereisPEPandh:P-,Ksuchthatf.h#g.h. 
We will call P additive if for any set 5 : Ki + Li, i E Z of morphisms from 
Pl the coproduct 
iEI iEI iEI 
belongs to Pl. All concepts related to locally presentable categories can be 
found in [5]. 
Theorem. A category li is equivalent to a category of models of a universal Horn 
theory iff K: is locally presentable and has an additive generating set of regular 
projectives. 
Proof. We are going to apply the following well-known characterization 
(cf. [4] ): categories of models of rc-ary universal Horn theories are pre- 
cisely epi-reflective full subcategories of StrC which are closed in StrZ un- 
der K-directed colimits. Necessity is straightforward. Let K: c Str~ be an 
epi-reflective full subcategory closed under K-directed colimits. Let A be a 
representative set of x-presentable objects of StrZ and rA : A --+ A*, A E A, 
reflections into Ic. Then K E K: iff K is injective with respect to all rA, A E A. 
These injectivities can be rewritten as K-ary universal Horn axioms. 
If Ic is an epi-reflective full subcategory of StrC closed under k--directed 
colimits then K: is locally K-presentable (see [2,5] ). Let P consist of K- 
reflections of free C-structures over x-presentable S-sorted sets; i.e. 
P = {(FX)* ] X E Set? is K-presentable}, 
where F : Sets + StrZ is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor StrC + Set? 
and rFx : FX + (FX)* are X-reflections. Then P is a generating set of 
K-presentable objects in Ic. Since epimorphisms in StrC are surjective, P- 
objects are regular projectives and Pl consists of all surjective Z&morphisms. 
Moreover, JJf;: is surjective whenever f;: are surjective. 
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Conversely, let K be a locally K-presentable category having a generating 
set P of regular projectives such that Pl is closed under coproducts. We 
may assume that all P-objects are K-presentable. Since P generates, we have 
a faithful functor U : K + Set? into P-sorted sets, UK = (X: (P, K) )pEp. 
The functor U preserves limits and K-directed colimits and therefore it has a 
left adjoint F : Setp -+ K (see [5]); E : FU ---) idn: will denote the co-unit. 
Consider the following P-sorted signature Z: 
(1) operations symbols are f~,~ where X E Setp is K-presentable and t E 
UFX (arities of fx,t are presentation ranks of X), 
(2) relation symbols are Rc where C E C; C is a representative set of K- 
presentable objects of K (arities of RC are given by presentation ranks 
of UC). 
The following formulas represent K: as a full subcategory of StrZ (the subscript 
K denotes the interpretation in K: 
(fx,t)K(a) = vii(t) for any K E K: and a: X + UK, 
(Q)~EUC E (Rc)K @ there is g : C -+ K such that Ug( i) = ai. 
(It means that the operational part of StrC is the usual equational theory of U, 
the sorting of relations symbols Rc is given by UC and the interpretation in 
K: by K-morphisms C -+ K.) X: is closed in Str,?Z under limits and K-directed 
colimits and, hence, it is reflective in StrZ (see [ 1 ] ). We have to prove 
that X: is epi-reflective in StrC. It will be verified by finding an epi-reflective 
subcategory L C StrC such that K 2 C and K-reflections of &objects are 
surjective. 
Let L be a full subcategory of StrC consisting of those Z-structures L for 
which 
(a) FX is free over X, i.e. any X + UL has a unique extension FX + L, 
(b) a E (Rc)L iff a : C + L is a homomorphism. 
Then L is an epi-reflective subcategory of StrC (because it is closed under 
products and substructures) and K G C. By (b) a mapping h : UL + UK, 
L E L, K E K: is a homomorphism iff h . Ug : UC + UK is a homomorphism 
for any g : C + L, C E C. Consequently, for a K-reflection r : L + L* of L E t 
the following diagram is a pushout in X: 
Ll FUCi 3 FUL 
LIeci 1 1 
T.EL 
IN -&+ D 
where gi : Ci + L carries over all homomorphisms from C to L, E is the co-unit 
of the (extended) adjunction and g,g are given by 
gi 1 Ci -LI Ci AL, FUgi I FUCi + I-I FUCiAFUL. 
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Pl equals to the class of surjective Gmorphisms. Since EC, are surjective and 
Pl is closed under coproducts, u EC, is surjective. It remains to prove that 
pushouts preserve surjective morphisms because then r . CL and thus Y are 
surjective. 
Let 
Ag.C 
fl 17 (1) 
B-D 
i? 
be a pushout in K such that f is surjective. Consider the pushout 
Uf 
I 1 
= 
f 
UB T X 
g 
in Set”. Then 
FUA = FUC 
FUf 
1 1 FT 
FUB __t FX 
Fg 
(2) 
is a pushout in K and S. EB . F Uf = 7 . EC F Ug. Thus there is a unique 
morphism t : FX --) D such that 
t.Fz=g,cg and t.FT = 7.w. 
Constructing ( 1) and (2 ) via the coequalizers 
A_fflf,B+C 4-t D, 
u2.g 
FUA s FUB + FUC 4 FX, 
ii2.FUg 
we obtain that 
t.7 = e. (EB + cc). 
Since P consists of regular projectives and P J_ is closed under coproducts, the 
right-hand side of the above equality is surjective. Therefore t is surjective. 
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Since pushouts in SetP preserve surjective maps, 7 is surjective and hence FT 
is surjective (surjections are split in Setp ). By (3), 7 is surjective. 0 
Remark. (i) We proved that K-universal Horn theories correspond to locally 
K-presentable categories. 
(ii) Since the co-units eK : F UK + K belong to Pl, the equational case, 
i.e., the case that P is a regularly generating set of regular projectives is the 
situation when 
Pll = regular projectives. 
Example. We will show that there is a locally presentable category having a 
generating set of regular projectives which is not equivalent to any category of 
models of a universal Horn theory. 
Let Z consists of (one-sorted) unary relation symbols Ri, i = 1,2,3. Con- 
sider the axioms 
(Vx)(Ri(x) AR2b) + R~(x)), 
W)(Rl(x)AR3(x) -+R~(x)), 
and let K: be their category of models. If P E X is a regular projective object 
then ( R3 )p = ( R~)P = 8 because by merging a ( 1 )-point and a (2)-point we 
get a (1,2,3)-point (numbers denote the relation symbols which are present); 
analogously for R2. Let P be a non-empty set of regular projectives. Let Ka 
be a one-element model without any relation, Ki consist of one (3)-point and 
K2 of one (2)-point. Then fi : Ko --f K1, f2 : K. + K2 belong to Pl but 
fi + f2 : Ko + & + K1 + K2 does not because in K1 + K2 appears a new 
( 1,2,3 )-point. 
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